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 Drinking with Mark 
Toppo with his fully 
equipped Radio Bar 

 Testing 6550/
KT88 new and old 
vacuum tubes in a 
McIntosh MC60 

Next meeting April 12th at the Quelab 
Theme: 1930s art deco radios, chrome chassis and intricate wood design radios  

The company had been formed by Earnest J. Krause in 1931, in Los Angeles, California. The firm was also affiliated with a New York company of the same name. 

The idea behind the Radiobar dated back to the days of Prohibition (which was repealed in 1933) – make a functional piece of furniture in which one's liquor 

stock and glasses could be stored, out of sight. At the start of the 1936 season) Radiobar was using Philco chassis exclusively in its products.  

Drinking In Style by Mark Toppo 

    I got my first Philco Radiobar in 

1991. It needed a complete restora-
tion which I did over time. It was the 
same model shown which I pur-
chased in 2009. I had sold my first 
one because at the time I needed 
the money, but I missed having it. I 
was happy to get this one and the 
price was right at $250. It is the 
most original one I have seen and 
the first one made with a Philco 
chassis in 1935 for the ‘36 model 
year. As you can see it is missing 
some glasses, but overall pretty 
complete. I had to refinish the top 
and I gave the rest of the cabinet a 

face lift. I was able to save the origi-
nal grille cloth and it looks presenta-
ble. The grille cloth used was stand-
ard Philco cloth used in the early 
30's, but without the interwoven 
black thread making it a bold gold 
color. The original chrome is in ex-
ceptional condition. The best part 
was that it had the original build 
sheet. The build sheet inventories 
everything that should go with this 
set including the model 60 chassis 
and the cabinet # 247. On the back 
of the cabinet in chalk is the # 247. 
Jim Stuber wound an IF coil for me 
on this set and I was able to get it 

(Continued on page Four) 

Testing 6550/KT88 Vacuum Tubes from England-Russia-China in a McIntosh MC60 
 
When any of the technically minded people think about music or entertainment recreation in 
our homes we think digital and transistor audio and video. But many more of us, get more than 
nostalgic and think about vacuum tubes. No one makes a vacuum tube DVR but there are tube 
analog audio stage CD players, tube headphones amplifiers and many expensive tube pre-

(Continued on page Five) 

 Steve Shepard leads 
us into unique test gear 
the Huntron Tracker 
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The NMRCC Meeting Minutes by Chuck Burch  NMRCC 2015 MEETINGS 
 

Apr 12th - 1930s art deco radios, 
chrome chassis and intricate 
wood design radios  

May 17th – Spring Picnic and Tail-
gate Event 

Jun 14th—Reflex and regenerative 
radios   

Jul 12th - Radios with tuning indica-
tors (magic eyes, shadow tun-
ing, tuning meters, etc.)  

Aug 9th - Unique and novel radio 
antennas and noise eliminators  
Sep 13th - Wild Card Sun-

day” (nifty science gizmos, 
novel science toys, or non- 
radio collection, electronics, 
or science related that you 
think will dazzle your fellow 
members 

Oct 11th – Fall Picnic Audio dis-
tortion of radio receivers demo 

Nov 8th - Old computers, calcula-
tors, slide rules, and associated 
items  

Dec 13th - Unusual Devices/Stump 
the Experts- Unusual tubes, 
light bulbs, transistors, and ra-
dio parts. Also, who can identify 
that strange gizmo you found, 
or explain how an unusual ob-
ject works?  

Proposed Programs 
*Radio trouble shooting and repair 
workshop 
*Alignment of AM/FM tuners work-

NMRCC 02/08/15 Meeting 
The tailgate auction had a useful assort-
ment of tube socket adapters, a pin 
straightener and a tube puller, a very nice I
-177 tube tester, an ESI impendence me-
ter, and approximately a dozen radios with 
several being quite nice and others need-
ing some love. The club earned a total of 
$22 with donations and commissions. 
The meeting started right at 2:00PM with 
19 club members present. Les Davison 
asked for a moment of silence for KKOB 
radio DJ Terrie Q who died from complica-
tions of the flu and Radio Shack who de-
clared bankruptcy. Chuck Burch added his 
father-in-law who died the end of January, 
and Mark Toppo added his father whose 
health is declining.  
Two missing club director positions were 
filled: Richard Majestic nominated Mark 
Toppo and John Anthes nominated John 
Hannahs; both accepted and were unani-
mously approved. 
The TV show American Pickers contacted 
NMRCC about possible radio collectors 
they could visit during an upcoming epi-
sode based in New Mexico. Bob Avery 
talked to them, but they felt his stuff was 
too well organized. 
The forms to renew our use of the meeting 
room at Kaseman had been mailed to de-
ceased club member Chuck Palmer which 
was forwarded to John Anthes. John sub-
mitted the forms to use our existing room 
as well as to add the adjoining room so we 
would have more space, Kaseman approve 
our use of the two rooms for 2015. 
It was been decided that our newsletter will 
be published on a quarterly basis instead 
of monthly. An email will be sent every 
month to remind members of upcoming 
meetings. 
The question was brought up on who can 
buy and sell at our club auctions. It was 
decided that anyone can buy or sell as long 
as sold items are electronically related and 
a 5% sales commission is paid. 
Janice Anthes generously volunteered to 
update the NMRCC web site to better at-
tract new members and share information 
with club members. The current web site 
was done over 10 years ago on the cheap 
at a site that provided limited capabilities. A 
local Internet Service Provider providing 
much improved capabilities has been se-

lected for hosting the new web site which 
John Anthes has paid for the first year of 
service.  Janice demonstrated the latest 
version of the new web site which is clearly 
much better than our existing site. A brain-
storming session on ideas for additional 
features and improvements produced sev-
eral suggestions for consideration realizing 
that some items require significant effort or 
may be impractical. A discussion was held 
if past issues of the newsletter should be 
available to the public or just club mem-
bers.  It was decided that past newsletters 
should be password-protected for the time 
being and we can revisit this at a later time. 
While meeting at Kaseman has served us 
well, we are limited in what can be brought 
in for show-and-tell and the parking lot tail-

gate is a long 
distance from 
the meeting 
room. At the 
suggestion of 
Don Menning, 

we have been investigating moving our 
meeting location to Quelab where we had 
our Christmas party. We need three current 
Quelab members to sponsor us to be able 
to meet there which we currently have. A 
vote was taken on moving our meeting 
location which was approved. Future 
meetings will be held at Quelab which is 
located at 680 Haines Ave NW in Albu-
querque. 
Club treasurer reported we currently have 
$4321.82 in the bank. 
The monthly theme was test equipment. 
Chuck Burch demonstrated a combination 
capacitor, inductance, resistor, diode and 

transistor 
checker he 
bought on 
eBay for 
$18 that 

included free shipping from China. For test-
ing transistors, it identifies whether it is 
PNP or NPN and which leads are the emit-

ter, collector 
and base. It 
measures ca-
pacitors from 
30pf to 100uf 
and includes 
measuring ESR 

(equivalent series resistance). Chuck also 

displayed a fancier capacitor meter and an 
ESR meter. Richard Majestic showed a 
utility battery checker and a vintage 
ReadRite tube tester. Steve Shepard 

showed a 
HuntronTracker 
Optimus that 
shows a trace of 
how a device 
reacts to the test-

er. It is useful to compare how one device 
compares to another. He also showed a 
pen continuity checker. John Estock 
demonstrated a custom-built variac that 
includes both a voltage and a current meter 
to identify when a device draws too much 
current. He also displayed some analog 
and digital meters. He considers Triplett 
VOMs more accurate than the traditional 
Simpson 360.  For digital meters, he pre-
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 fers B&K over Fluke and Beckman. He 
generally dislikes VTVMs. Philip Langland 

showed a vintage gal-
vonometer shunt. John 
Hannahs showed an I-
177 tube tester similar to 
the one sold at the club 
auction. He used such a 

tester when 
he worked in 
a TV shop in 
his younger 
days. It was 
designed by 
Hickok for the 

military, but his was made by Sencore 
though. John Anthes show a tube tester 
that his father 
designed and 
actually manu-
factured over 
a quarter mil-
lion units. His 
father had a 
TV repair 
shop after 
World War II and felt tube testers required 
too much time and effort. He designed a 
tube tester he felt was much easier and 
quicker to use.  It was also the basis for the 
tube testers found in many grocery and 
drug stores in the 1950/60s. John remem-
bers his dad’s shop where employees 
punched the front panel socket holes, silk 
screened the lettering and wired the units. 
John had been looking for one of these 
tube testers for many years and found this 
TV20 model at a Michigan radio meet a 
few years ago.   
John Anthes’ TV20 tube tester was voted 
Best of Show, and the meeting was ad-
journed. 
 
NMRCC 3/8/2014 Meeting 
The club auction had a couple of nice Ham 
receivers, a Sony tape deck and miscella-
neous electronic items. Auction donations 
and commissions added $12 to the club 
treasury. 
The meeting started 1:50PM with 27 mem-
bers in attendance. New member, Paul 
Choc, was introduced. Since August last 
year, we have been considering moving 
our meeting location to Quelab. We had 
our Christmas meeting there and last 
month voted to have all our meeting there. 
This was our first normal monthly meeting 
at our new meeting facility. 

Work has been underway to redo our web 
site and move to a new Internet service 
provider with more capabilities. Janice An-
thes has create a new web site with many 
new features with some available to the 
public and others only to club members. 
During the next month, the old web site 
address will be moved to the new Internet 
Service Provider which will activate the 
new club web site to the public. John An-
thes has paid for the first year of the new 
internet service provider and was willing to 
pay for the cost of moving the old web site 
address. It was proposed that John be re-
imbursed for this cost which was unani-
mously approved. Club treasurer reported 
our checking account has $3828.87. 
The monthly theme was 1930/1940s Mili-
tary and Ham equipment. Chuck Burch 

showed 
his 1939 
Hallicraft-
ers S-19R 
Sky Buddy 
receiver 
and gave 

a brief history of the Sky Buddy line of re-
ceivers.  Tony Levatino showed his very 

nice 1947 
National 
NC 2-40D 
receiver 
that was 
originally 
priced at 
$225. He 

also showed a J-38 key that he purchased 
in its original packaging material. Don 
Menning passed around a Signal Corps 

radio re-
ceiver 
repair kit 
and 
showed a 
variety of 
receivers 
and trans-
mitters in 
the popu-
lar ARC-5 
line. He 

also showed a German WWII Torn E.B. 
Empfanger radio which was the standard 
ground radio used by the Germans. In ad-
dition, he showed the Signal Corp counter-
part, the R-174. John Hannahs showed 
his immaculate Zenith 1937 6J257 black 
dial table radio with a voltage converter so 

he can run it on a 12 volt battery instead of 
6 volts. John Estock showed a T85 APT-5 
that had the code name the Carpet Radar 
Jammer. Phil Smith showed a BC-348Q 

receiver 
with the 
original 
dyna-
motor.  
 

John Anthes showed both an original bat-
tery Pilot Super Wasp and an AC Pilot Su-

per 
Wasp. 
The 
battery 
set was 
pur-

chased from the estate of former club 
member Dan Mason and was in a very nice 
1928 mail-order cabinet. The AC set was 
bought without a cabinet, but John had a 
duplicate of  the battery set cabinet made 
using black walnut wood from an old home-
brew parts set whose electronics remains 
were sold in this month’s auction.   Don 
Menning’s military radios were voted Best 
of Show. 
In the discussion of recent projects, John 
Anthes discussed visiting Quelab with 
Chuck Burch to use 3D printer technology 
to create a duplicate knob for a 1933 Stew-
ard Warner world’s fair radio. A member of 
Quelab generously helped create the mod-
el of the knob and make a duplicate using a 
3D printer. Unfortunately, the 3D printer did 
not have enough resolution to produce a 
very smooth knob. Les Davidson discussed 
repairing a Westinghouse radio. Three 
years ago he replaced an output transform-
er whose primary was open and the radio 
sort of worked. The radio has been sitting 
on his bench, and he decided it was time to 
fix it. It turned out that a 100 Megohm resis-
tor was open that biased the AVC. He re-
placed it with four 22Meg resistors in se-
ries, and the radio now works fine. John 
Estock described finding an open 4 Gigohm 
resistor in a high gain amplifier. Ken Rind-
fleisch said he has found that many of the 
high ohm resistors in ham equipment he 
works on are typically out of tolerance 
range.  
The meeting adjourned a little before 4PM. 
 
~ Chuck Burch 
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or 
Gilfillan name does not appear.  While 
the local radio was standard equip-
ment on all Radiobars built in the ear-
ly years, it appears that the cabinets 
could also be ordered without a radio 

installed as an accommodation to the 
customer who had a preference for a 
particular brand of radio. Occasionally 
a Radiobar is found today with a non-
standard radio installed, although 
many times this is a result of a swap 
that occurred much later in the 
product’s life. Patterson radios were 
built in the Gilfillan factory in Los An-
gels since Gilfillan was licensed to use 
RCA patents and were used through 
the 1935 model year. 
 
A combination of factors probably led 
to the nearly complete discontinua-
tion of the Philco Radiobar after the 
1938 model year.  For the 1939 model 
year, Philco radically redesigned most 
of their radio dials with an emphasis 
on slide rule dials that were located at 
the very top of cabinet and slanted to 
allow the operator to tune the station 
without stooping.  This style of dial 
could not as easily be incorporated 

playing well. It has been stocked with 
booze since the pics where taken and 
we are enjoying it. The following is 
some history on Radiobar. 
 

The Radiobar was the promotion of 
Earnest J. Krause, a Beverly Hills in-
ventor, investment banker, business-
man, real estate developer and stock 
broker He also was owner of one of 
Los Angeles's pioneer radio stations 
before building RadioBars. During his 
brief tenure as owner of the radio sta-
tion, it was known as KEJK (his initials). 
The station today is known as KMPC. 
 
The Radiobar company began produc-
ing the cabinets in 1931 or perhaps 
1932, before the official end of Prohi-
bition in December, 1933, and was in 
a great position to take advantage of 
the public’s desire to celebrate the 
repeal of the hated amendment.   
 
Initially the West coast company built 
cabinets and installed chassis from a 
local radio manufacturer, Patterson or 
Gilfillan.  The dial in these early sets is 
marked “Radiobar” and the Patterson 

Drinking In Style by Mark Toppo 

into cabinets that had the bar locat-
ed at the top, as all had been.  
There were some 1939 Philco chas-
sis of the older style, but these 
were primarily small cheap chassis 
for the lowest cost sets, and not 
suitable for the expensive Radio-
bars models which comprised the 
majority of the line.  Since the dial 
and the bar could not both be at 
the top of the cabinet, some sort of 
compromise would have been re-
quired to keep the Radiobar in pro-
duction.  Some chairside Radiobars 
have been documented using 1939 
model year chassis, so it appears 
that some five tube models were 
kept while the other, larger models 
were not renewed for 1939. Trade 
publications carry press release an-
nouncements for RadioBar (no 
longer distributed by Philco) con-
soles for the 1940 model year, but 
they appear to have been produced 
in significantly smaller quantity.  
 
Additionally, the entire line of Phil-
co radios seemed to move down-
market for the 1939 model year, 
with an emphasis on lower cost and 
a de-emphasis on performance.   
 
Finally, a protracted strike by the 
production workers during the 
spring and summer of 1938, just 
the time when new sets were to be 
introduced, had to cause a major 
distraction for management and 
may also have led to the lack of 
new Radiobar models. 
 
The RadioBar factory was located at 
7100 McKinley Avenue in Los Ange-
les and is shown at the top of this 
page. The original building is still 
standing. 
 
~ Mark Toppo 
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amplifiers and power amplifiers to be pur-
chased from domestic and foreign vendors. 
 
I set out to reconstruct my high school HiFi 
which started out with a Knight kit 20 Watt 
integrated amplifier and some Italian made 
plastic turntable with a very poor magnetic 
cartridge. I graduated to a McIntosh C8 mon-
aural preamp, a HH Scott 310B FM tuner, a 
McIntosh MC60 power amplifier and one 

Electro Voice Patrician speaker sys-
tem the size of the dad’s house. I sold 
the Patrician even before I got home 
to listen to it. A HiFi nut saw the 
Patrician in the back of my dad’s 
Chevy pickup as I headed home on 
the Long Island expressway from a 
day at the tech school I was attend-
ing and he caught up me and offered 
me $500 cash for the Patrician 
speaker, I had only paid $100 for 
everything, so I followed him home, 
delivered the speaker, with the $500 
in my pocket. 
 
Later on I bought another used 
MC60, sold the C8 and bought a new 
McIntosh C20 preamp, a Rek-O-Kut 
B-12GH turntable with the 112 tone 
arm and I bought new the Gold 
standard Fairchild SM-2 magnetic 
cartridge, it cost over $190 in 1959. 
At some point I bought a pair of used 
University 3-way speakers, half the 
size of my dad’s house. The system 
played well and loud, my Do-Wop 
and rock and roll never sounded so 
good. Well I got married and sold off 
everything and started buying and 
selling the mid-‘60s transistor junk, 
never really finding any of it accu-
rate or reliable. 
 
Well I got old and eventually retired 
and started collecting old radios and 
was somewhat surprised at how good 
the EH Scott and McMurdo Silver 
radios performed and sounded using 
only triodes. However, my office 
needed a HiFi, my computer needed 
audio so the project to reconstruct my 
first HiFi was put on the schedule. I 
acquired a McIntosh C8 preamp, 
traded for work on a Zenith Strato-
sphere a very sick McIntosh MC60, I 
bought an even sicker HH Scott 
310B, then bought another MC60 
rebuilt by an old audio tech who 
worked for Audio Classics in NY. I 
rebuilt both MC60s, new electrolyt-
ics, new Chinese metalized polyester 
capacitors, NOS American miniature 
tubes and Russian (Tung Sol) 6550 
output tubes. I’m still looking for a 
McIntosh C20 preamp but when I 
saw a Marantz 7 sell for over $7,500 
I decided it was time to take the one 
I owned, that was in a box from 1974 
and restore it and sell it. After 
spending a half a day testing over 

Drinking In Style 

150 12AX7s and finding twelve 
really good ones, I used one side 
of the phono preamp to find two 
quiet 12AX7s. I now had a set of 
6 tubes for the Marantz 7. Later 
that week I re-discovered why 
the Marantz 7 sells for over 
$7,000, it’s the best sounding pre-
amp ever made and is now in my 
office HiFi even though it was 
not my first. I’m still looking for 
that McIntosh C20. 
 

Fast-forward to last month: one day 

I cranked up my office HiFi and I 

notice that the left channel was tak-

ing about a minute before it had any 

audio power, a typical sign that the 

thermistor in series with the AC 

power was bad, the other MC60, the 

one from Audio Classics had the 

thermistor removed. I Google 5 Ohm 

5 Amp thermistor and on eBay and 

found a Chinese company selling 5 

Ohm 7 Amp inrush protector ther-

mistors, the same physical size as 

the Mac originals and for less than 

$1.00 each, so I bought four (only 

needed two) and I search my storage 

boxes, we have not unpacked in 25 

years for the English Genalex Gold 

Lion KT88s that I knew I had. I 

also bought two sets of Chinese 

KT88s from two different manufac-

turers, a set of Russian KT88s from 

a RAM audio (a sell out) and a pair 

of Russian Gold Lions. I had the 

four Russian Tung Sol 6550s that I 

had been using for two years and the 

pair of Russian McIntosh KT88s 

that were from the Audio Classics 

MC60. 

 

The Actual Testing of the 
6550/KT88 Vacuum Tubes 
 
After installing the new inrush ther-
mistors and testing all of the other 
signal tubes and 5V3A rectifiers I 
started my comparison testing. As 
you’ll see in my data I use the 
5V3A rectifiers because years ago 
the McIntosh audio clinic guys al-
ways recommended them over the 
5U4 because they provided slightly 
high B+ and output power. You can 
see from my data that GZ34/5AR4 
produces even higher B+ voltage 
and more output power. I don’t use 
the silicon replacement or the 
GZ34s because the 6550/KT88 bias 
voltage is fixed and set for 5U4 rec-
tifiers and the 5V3A is a small in-
crease in B+. 

Testing 6550/KT88 Vacuum Tubes  
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Executive Summary: 

 The Gold Lion KT-88 are clearly su-
perior to the both the Russian and Chi-
nese tubes. 69 Watts compared to 57.7 
Watts typically for the other 6550/
KT88 tubes. 

 The indirectly heated GZ34,5AR4 
rectifier produced 407VDC, the 5V3A 
produced 380-386VDC and the 5U4G 
produced 375VDC under full load and 
using the same output tubes, the 
Genalex Gold Lion. 

 I have to keep buying and testing the 
available KT88 tubes, the Chinese 
made being much better than the Rus-
sian, the McIntosh supplied being the 
worse, although the G34 was a Rus-
sian JJ brand. 

 5 Ohm thermistors from eBay work 
great, only problem; under continuous 
power output they increase to a low 
resistance but if the amp is idle for a 
few minutes they cool back to 5 Ohms 
and full power output is not there, it 
takes a few seconds for the resistance 
to drop, below 1 Ohm raising B+ to 

full voltage. 

 The Russian Gold Lion are the closest 
in performance to the English Gold 
lion and are in my two MC60s until I 
find better tubes. 

 

Conclusions and Comments: 
 

The 20-year old English Genalex Gold 
Lion KT88 are clearly superior to the 
both the Russian and Chinese tubes. 
69 Watts compared to 57.7 Watts typi-
cally for the other 6550/KT88 tubes.  
 
Recently a set of four GEC made 
KT88s went for $1,704 on eBay. And 
the Russian Tung Sol tubes installed 
two years ago are not long life tubes, 
having dropped from 10,000 micro-
mhos to 8,000 in about 100 hours of 
use, (7,000 is the minimum micro-
mhos). I’m keeping track of the hours 
used for the Chinese Gold Lion tubes 
to see how good their life is. The Chi-
nese 2A3 power triodes I’ve been us-
ing for a few years now even after 
over 500 hours of use show no signs 
of aging, the trans conductance has not 

changed. 
 

Some you may know that in my past 
life I designed many bipolar and FET 
power amplifiers, 70 Watts to 250 
Watts per channel, however every 
time I put a McIntosh amplifier on the 
test set I’m impressed with clean 
power that Gordon Gow and Frank 
McIntosh get out of vacuum tubes 
and one MC60 was made in 1956 the 
other in 1954.  
 
These two MC60s at full power do 20 
Hz. To 20,000Hz. Within better than 
0.5dB (+-0.25dB) at less than 0.08% 
THD. The best part of using these 
amplifiers is in the winter they heat 
my office very nicely. 
 
 
~ Richard Majestic 
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 TO THE LEFT, THE SIGNWAVE IS THE ACTUAL OUTPUT OF THE 
AMPLIFIER, THE CENTER TRACE IS THE DISTORTION PRODUCT AT 
0.2% THD AND THAT THE OUTPUT TUBES ARE MATCHED BECAUSE 
THE CLIPPING IS EQUAL. (GENALEX GOLD LION) 
 
 
BELOW ARE WHAT HAPPENS WITH MATCHED TUBES THAT ARE 
NOT REALLY MATCHED AT FULL PLATE CURRENT OR FULL POW-
ER. ONLY THE OUTPUT KT88 TUBES HAVE BEEN SWAPPED. 

THE 6550/KT88 TUBES USED IN THIS TESTING 
THE RUSSIAN GOLD LION TUBES NOT SHOWN 

Setup Test Equipment and Test 
Lab Conditions: 
 
 AC Voltage: 120VAC at full load, 

on a 120VAC 20A circuit 

 Each amplifier was warmed up for 
a few minutes at full power 

 Oscillator: Tektronix SG-505 

 Analyzer: Tektronix AA-505 

 Oscilloscope: Tektronix 2465-
GDM 

 AC-DC Volt meter: Fluke 87-V 

 Load resistor – 8 Ohm non-
inductive 

 All measurement power levels just 
below clipping as shown with the 
0.5% THD 
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded 
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of 
radios for all its members. 

NMRCC meets the second Sunday of the month at The Quelab 
at 680 Haines Ave NW , Albuquerque NM meetings start at  
1:30 pm.  Visitors Always Welcomed. 

 
NMRCC NEWSLETTER 

THIS PUBLICATION IS THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NEW 
MEXICO RADIO COLLECTORS CLUB. INPUT FROM ALL MEMBERS 

ARE SOLICITED AND WELCOME ON 20TH OF THE PRECEDING 
MONTH.   RICHARD MAJESTIC PRO-TEMP NEWSLETTER EDITOR, 

SEND ALL SUBMISSIONS IN WORD FORMAT, PICTURES IN *.JPG 
FORMAT TO: RMAJESTIC@MSN.COM 

 

N E W  M E X I C O  R A D I O  

C O L L E C T O R S  C L U B  

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club 
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries) 

5460 Superstition Drive 
Las Cruces  NM  88011 

E-Mail: ronmonty@comcast.net 
Phone: 505 281-5067 

E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com 
Phone: 575 521-0018 

FOR INFORMATION CHECK THE INTERNET  

http://www.newmexicoradiocollectorsclub.com/  

USPS Stamp  

NMRCC Officers for 2015 

 John Anthes: President 

 John Estock: Vice President 

 Richard Majestic: Treasurer 

  Chuck Burch: Secretary 

 Ron Monty: Membership 

 Mark Toppo: Director 

 Ed Brady: Director 

 Ray Trujillo: Director 

 John Hannahs 

 Richard Majestic: Newsletter 
Editor (President pro-tem) 

A working regen radio built in 1924 
from a schematic from the Chicago 
Evening Post, parts from a local 
store. The receive log is the small 
date book page, the builder received 
stations in California and New York 


